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to carry tanks and artillery. The Reds were entirely taken
by surprise. They had not dreamt that the passage of
the Jarama could be forced so easily and so speedily.
When all this had been done and the primary objec-
tives of the push (the cutting of the Valencia and Chinchon
roads) had been accomplished, a change came over th
fighting Miaja had by then brought the majority of
his foreign and remodelled units into the line. General
Varela's front had become fan-shaped, and was therefore
half as long again as when he started the offensive; too
drawn out for his depleted forces. To carry on the
offensive he would have needed ten fresh battalions, and
they were not yet available. Miaja profited from his
superiority to launch a series of counter-attacks during
the following week, but these were productive of little,
as the Nationalists, carefully entrenched and in good
positions, were able to hold out without losing more than
a few yards of trench. Stalemate continued. All this
time, and even as the last shots of the Jarama fights were
being fired, there was talk of a great new offensive being
planned. It is possible there was too much talk, though
it is difficult to see how during a civil war it can ever
be possible to conceal completely the plans for a big
offensive.
Three sectors were mentioned* the Guadalajara road,
the Pardo Park and University City, and the Jarama.
Everybody plumped for the Guadalajara sector, saying
that the other two points could only be the scenes of
small diversions. They were right, for actually the
Nationalist command was planning an extremely am-
bitious attack down the main Aragon road, directed
towards Guadalajara. A tentative date fixed for the
attack was towards the end of February. The attack,

